Show Us What You
Create With SPAX
POWERED BY

In Action!
Anywhere you’re making stronger connections using SPAX
Engineered Fasteners, we want to see it—from your perspective!
We want you to film all the ways that the SPAX FactorTM helps you
on your projects, from improving efficiency to creating greater
structural integrity.
Through the Cinebody app, you can give us instant product
feedback, submit testimonials, and show us how & where you use
our engineered fasteners.
Try to shoot from unique angles, capture footage from your and
your crew’s perspectives, and show us the ways SPAX Engineered
Fasteners help you make stronger connections in your work. And in
return, you’ll get awesome SPAX gear and the chance to be
featured on our website and social media.
We can’t wait to see what you create with SPAX!

Film With Cinebody
To produce this video, we are going to have you film everything on
the Cinebody iOS app. Cinebody is a collaborative video technology
that makes it easy to create content anywhere, anytime. Just click
the link below to get started

Get Started

Don’t Have iOS?
OR

No worries, we got you covered! You can always capture content
with your Android Phone or other camera and upload the footage
via the Cinebody Platform. Just click the link below to get started,
and once in the project select the blue upload button to upload
your footage.

Get Started
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Shot List

Why SPAX?

On the Job

Shoot a testimonial telling us why you love
SPAX. Your testimonial can be product-specific,
describing why you use PowerLags or any other
SPAX fastener, or you can tell us how the SPAX
Factor helps you complete your jobs faster with
greater structural integrity!

Show us how you use SPAX fasteners. We want
to see you using SPAX on the job, whether
you’re framing new homes or finishing a
kitchen remodel. Make sure the green box is in
your shot, and don’t forget to show us your
finished product!

®
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Important
Please remember to film everything in horizontal orientation (landscape.)
That will help us a ton when we put your video together.

When filming inside, please make sure to turn on the lights and open
the shade to ensure ample lighting.
Try to use interesting camera angles when possible. Try to get low, up
close and show us your unique perspective in every shot.
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Thank You!
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out.

